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Introduction 
 
The existing landscape of multilateral envi-
ronmental agreements varies in terms of their 
relevance to governing (largely, prohibiting) 
the deployment of geoengineering technolo-
gies. There is, however, a governance gap 
regarding R&D activities on geoengineering. 
No existing institution appears to have the 
mandate or capacity to govern the upstream 
process of laying down proactive research 
and governance mechanisms. Meanwhile, 
research activities are gaining momentum, 
even though the vast majority of researchers 
might currently be concentrated in a few de-
veloped countries, thus raising questions 
about the legitimacy of the research and ex-
posing governance deficits. What lessons can 
be drawn from other international research 
endeavours to design coordinated scientific 
research in solar geoengineering?  
 
Attempts to coordinate geoengineering re-
search internationally hinge on technical and 
scientific demands, on one hand, and ethical 
and political considerations, on the other. 
Some researchers argue that prohibitions on 
geoengineering research violate the basic 
principle of freedom of science. Others con-
tend that, if the research has cross-border di-
mensions or risks, then it would have to be 
governed in some form, although governance 
need not mean only prohibition or formal 
international treaties. International coopera-
tion over governing research is not a given 
and would depend on the mix of material in-
terests and ethical concerns for research part-
ners as well as those countries outside the 
scope of research programmes. 
 
This paper argues that, given the nature of 
research, funding requirements, political im-

peratives, and the need to win informed pub-
lic acceptance, internationally coordinated 
geoengineering research programmes would 
be necessary. The paper also draws on exam-
ples from past international research pro-
grammes (World Climate Research Pro-
gramme, the European Organization for Nu-
clear Research, and the International Ther-
monuclear Experimental Reactor, among 
others) to argue that several key characteris-
tics define successful research endeavours: 
inclusiveness, transparency and review, pub-
lic engagement, and precaution. Finally, the 
paper discusses operational aspects of inter-
national research programmes, namely re-
search capacity, flexible funding, establishing 
liability, and intellectual property. 
 
This paper considers the question largely in 
the context of research connected with solar 
radiation management (SRM). Although the 
text uses geoengineering and SRM inter-
changeably, it does not imply that all the 
findings and recommendations found rele-
vant to SRM research would automatically 
apply to carbon dioxide removal (CDR) 
methods.  
 
International Governance Gap for 
Geoengineering Research 
 
Although geoengineering research is being 
discussed at the national legislative level 
(note the Congressional and Parliamentary 
hearings in the United States and United 
Kingdom1, respectively, and government re-
ports on geoengineering in Germany2), the 
potential cross-border environmental exter-
nalities associated with solar geoengineering 

                                                             
1 See House of Commons, 2010; Gordon, 2010; 
USGAO, 2010. 
2 Rickels et al, 2011 
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mean that some form of international gov-
ernance arrangement would be certainly de-
manded, if not inevitable.  
 
But almost no international agreements or 
decisions yet exist that are specific to geoen-
gineering, with the exception of the broad 
decision by the Convention on Biological 
Diversity (CBD) at Nagoya. However, under 
certain interpretations, the rules and man-
dates of several international organisations 
and multilateral environmental agreements 
(MEAs) have potential intersections with ge-
oengineering. A non-exhaustive list might 
include the CBD; the UN Framework Con-
vention on Climate Change (UNFCCC); the 
UN Environment Programme (UNEP); the 
UN Convention on the Prohibition of Mili-
tary or Any Other Hostile Use of Environ-
mental Modification Techniques (ENMOD); 
the Antarctic Treaty System; the Convention 
on Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution 
(CLRTAP); the International Maritime Or-
ganization (IMO); the Montreal Protocol on 
Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer; 
and the UN Outer Space Treaties.3   
 
An integrated governance framework should, 
ideally, cover all stages of SRM technology 
development: research (i.e. computer model-
ling, laboratory activities), field-testing and 
deployment. Yet, the current landscape is 
disposed to what can be called downstream 
governance (constraining field testing or full 
deployment) rather than upstream governance 
(coherence of initial research principles, re-
view of research outputs, and building fo-
rums to scope and frame an emerging issue 
comprehensively). While downstream insti-
tutions can govern deployment and its reper-
cussions by either ruling on violations of al-
                                                             
3 See Blackstock and Ghosh, 2011. 

lowable emissions or social or physical im-
pacts, or by establishing liability after de-
ployment, in part by determining the motiva-
tion for such action (e.g. ENMOD). Signifi-
cantly, many institutions appear more 
aligned with simply prohibiting – or at least 
severely limiting the use of – geoengineering. 
No existing institution has yet developed a 
comprehensive assessment process for SRM 
or laid down proactive research and govern-
ance mechanisms. 
 
Does SRM necessarily require international 
governance? 

 
If governance arrangements were to develop, 
they would need to account for the trans-
boundary nature of research, field tests and 
deployment – and their impacts. The princi-
ples affecting the governance of geoengineer-
ing will depend on how it is categorised.4 Ir-
respective of the scale of activity, there are 
international dimensions of geoengineering 
research. 

Computer modeling 

Virtually all solar geoengineering research 
uses computer models. Whether testing ideas 
of sulphate injections in stratospheric clouds 
or brightening marine low clouds, their ef-
fects are calculated with the same computer 
models that are also used to study the climate 
system.  
 
SRM research would have to build on exist-
ing international collaborations in climate 
science. For instance, in preparation for the 
IPCC AR5 report, the Climate Model Inter-
comparison Project 5 (CMIP5) was conduct-
ed by about twenty general circulation model 
                                                             
4 Morgan and Ricke, 2010; Morgan et al, 2013 
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research groups around the world.5 The Ge-
oengineering Model Intercomparison Project 
(GeoMIP) piggybacked on to that experi-
ment. GeoMIP examines how reducing solar 
radiation would reverse warming from CO2 
in many of the CMIP5 computer simula-
tions, ensuring comparability of SRM model-
ing results for the first time across a number 
of climate models. This experiment was en-
dorsed by the World Climate Research Pro-
gram’s Working Group on Coupled Model-
ling (WGCM) as a ‘Coordinated CMIP Ex-
periment’. Further, some groups involved in 
the CMIP5 also agreed to conduct the same 
climate change experiments with new models 
and make the results available to all. Like 
CMIP5, results from GeoMIP are intended 
to be archived in a databank accessible to all. 
High-resolution regional climate models are 
also being used for cloud brightening stud-
ies.6 

Field experiments 

The environmental risk of field experiments 
would vary by scale but who is to decide 
what is a small versus a medium or large 
scale experiment?  With increase in scale, 
each experiment would have to be separately 
reviewed and approved. At least three scenar-
ios should be considered. The first is when 
the experiment is entirely privately funded. 
While such activity could fall outside the 
purview of national governments (depending 
on the scope of domestic laws), their interna-
tional consequences would still demand at-
tention. If the scale of the experiment is ex-
pected to have transboundary consequences, 
then appropriate international governance 
mechanisms would be demanded. What kind 

                                                             
5 Taylor, Stouffer and Meehl, 2008 
6 For example, Wang, Rasch, and Feingold, 2011. 

of obligations do private research institutions 
or consortia have towards the rest of the 
world? If national laws are ambiguous, 
would laws emanating from regional or mul-
tilateral institutions be sufficient to regulate 
such activity? 
 
A second scenario arises when a small num-
ber of countries decide to collaborate on a 
field experiment. Here, too, the scope of the 
research collaboration would be determined 
by the countries concerned. They might or 
might not choose to allow other countries to 
join the research group. There are also other 
concerns about the transparency of the re-
search, whether the data would be available 
to non-members of the research group. The 
most important question would be whether 
international laws and organisations could 
have any jurisdiction over a subset of coun-
tries that have voluntarily chosen to come 
together in a research project. If the answer is 
unclear, then the opposition to field experi-
ments would also intensify. 
 
A third scenario is a multi-country project. 
Here, a large number of countries could de-
cide to engage in experiments of a specified 
scale, with each country contributing to the 
costs or scientific resources or both. Alterna-
tively, the experiment could commence with 
fewer countries but with provisions to in-
clude others. The parameters for admission 
could vary, as could the basis of joining the 
project (a formal treaty or a loose collabora-
tion). 

Deployment 

At the other extreme, one or more countries 
may decide to deploy geoengineering tech-
nologies in future (these technologies do not 
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exist at present). An engineering analysis has 
suggested that a small fleet of high-altitude 
aircraft could succeed in conducting experi-
ments on a large scale.7 So far, however, 
there are no in situ geoengineering experi-
ments that are being conducted.8  
 
Actors, scales, motivations and governance 
 
The above discussion suggests that, in the 
absence of a governance framework, how the 
scales of geoengineering activities are inter-
preted will depend on the actors (private or 
public) promoting these activities. Some 
scholars argue that, since actors have varied 
interests, the definitions of scale – whether 
measured in time, space, or emission amount 
beyond which environmental impacts might 
be possible – need to be resolved in advance.9 
 
But who would make those decisions about 
scale and impacts? Note that governance of 
geoengineering does not necessarily mean an 
international treaty. But any governance ar-
rangement would have at least three essential 
functions: making decisions, monitoring ac-
tions, and resolving disputes10. These func-
tions could be undertaken by groups of scien-
tists, by apex scientific bodies, by national 
regulation, by non-binding international 
principles, or by bilateral, mini-lateral or mul-
tilateral treaty arrangements. The design of 
the governance arrangements would be a 
function of interest-based concerns that vari-
ous actors have and the balance of ethical 
concerns.  

                                                             
7 McClellan et al, 2010 
8 A Russian experiment, which used tropospheric aero-
sols, had been mistakenly labeled geoengineering. See 
Izrael et al, 2009. 
9 Robock et al, 2010 
10 Abbott and Snidal, 2009; Ghosh, 2011b; Ghosh, 2010; 
Ghosh and Woods, 2009; Chayes and Chayes, 1995. 

Material interests in SRM stem from the cur-
rent levels of uncertainty with regard to the 
science. Some countries and scientists might 
argue that there is a need to retain the free-
dom to experiment to improve our 
knowledge to make informed decisions.11 But 
rules are also needed to rein in runaway uni-
lateral action in an uncertain technological 
field.12 In a sense, countries are concerned 
about unanticipated outcomes.13  Moreover, 
countries may wish to rein in unilateral ac-
tion fearing others might gain a technological 
edge without clarity about their intentions. In 
short, actors might favour rules that give 
them maximum flexibility while keeping oth-
ers off balance. 
 
Ethical concerns, in terms of the legitimacy 
of a governance structure, translate into pro-
cesses and outcomes. On the process side, 
actors wish to participate in forums at which 
rules are drafted, have the power to influence 
such rules, and be fully informed before giv-
ing consent to governance arrangements. 
Countries, civil society and scientific com-
munities also have concerns about outcomes, 
such as if research capability influences gov-
ernance arrangements, how growing capabil-
ity could shift intents about geoengineering, 
and how actions would be monitored or dis-
putes resolved.14 

                                                             
11 Crutzen, 2006; MacCracken, 2009; Blackstock et al., 
2009; Morgan and Ricke, 2010; Benedick, 2011. 
12 Victor 2008; ETC Group, 2010b; Keohane and Victor 
2011; Lloyd and Oppenheimer, 2014. 
13 Uncertainties about rainfall and the hydrological cycle 
(Bala et al., 2008; Brovkin et al., 2009), tropical forests 
(Eliseev et al., 2010), ozone layer (Royal Society, 2009; 
Heckendorn et al., 2009), oceans (Scott, 2005; Lampitt et 
al., 2008; Trick et al., 2010), and the so-called ‘termina-
tion effect’ (also see Robock, 2008; Robock et al., 2008; 
Robock et al., 2009; Leinen, 2011). 
14 Ethical concerns stem from worries about moral hazard 
(Caldeira and Wood, 2008; Keith et al., 2010), ascertain-
ing intent (Fleming, 2007; Barrett, 2008), cross-border 
impacts (ETC, 2010a; Banerjee, 2011; NGOs letter, 
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Table 1 illustrates, schematically, how the 
interaction of material interests and ethical 
concerns would influence how decisions are 
made, actions monitored and disputes re-
solved.15 If actors’ interests are to retain max-
imum flexibility for their research agendas, 
the scope of governance will be limited and 
any adjudication will be decentralised. If the 
intention is to constrain others, more formal 
rules will be drawn, with third-party report-
ing and adjudication by higher authorities. 
Process legitimacy will depend on how inclu-
sive procedures are for decision making, re-
view and dispute settlement, while outcome 
legitimacy will depend on how voting rights 
are determined, the quality of reporting and 
ability to enforce decisions.  
 
Such governance arrangements are not only 
for inter-country forums. The same factors 
would also influence governance of geoengi-
neering research or field experiments even 
among groups of scientists or between differ- 
                                                                                                  
2011), and intergenerational equity (Burns, 2011; Brown 
Weiss, 1992; UNFCCC Art. 3(1)). 
15 See detailed scenarios in Ghosh, 2011a. 

 
-ent research groups, private sector entities 
and civil society organisations. It is not nec-
essary that all forms of geoengineering re-
quire inter-state governance. But if research 
were occurring among scientists in different 
countries, or if field tests were expected to 
have cross-border impacts, then irrespective 
of the scale of activity, governance arrange-
ments, broad or narrow, would have an in-
ternational dimension.  
 
Could governance arrangements become ex-
cessively prohibitive at early stages of re-
search, or overly permissive with regard to 
field tests and deployment? These are certain-
ly possibilities but they are contingent on the 
balance of power among actors seeking to 
design SRM governance. The likelihood of 
such outcomes should not become a reason 
for avoiding governance altogether. As ar-
gued earlier, the demand for governance aris-
es from how SRM research, field tests and 
deployment are conceptualised and by the 
actors that drive them as well as the actors 
that are not included. If the extremes of un-

Table 1: Which functions for what motivations? 
 
 Interest-based concerns Ethical concerns 

 
 Maintain flexibility Constrain others Process legitimacy Outcome legitimacy 

 
Making decisions Scope of governance 

limited 
Scope of governance 
broad 

Inclusive process vs. 
Ease of decision-
making in small 
groups 

Equally weighted 
voting rules vs. 
Capability-driven 
voting 
 

Monitoring actions Self-reporting Institutional reporting 
plus verification 

Inclusiveness of re-
view procedures 

Quality and time-
liness of reporting 
 

Resolving disputes Decentralised adjudi-
cation, including mar-
ket instruments 

Centralised adjudica-
tion plus centralised/ 
decentralised en-
forcement 
 

Ease of access to dis-
pute settlement fo-
rums 

Ability to enforce 
decisions against 
powerful countries 

Source: Adapted from Ghosh, 2011a 
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inhibited unilateral action and outright pro-
hibition of early stage research have to be 
avoided, then geoengineering research would 
have to be coordinated internationally. What 
principles would such research programmes 
follow and what lessons can they draw from 
other international research endeavours?  
 
Lessons from Other International 
Research Programmes 
 
Some aspects of SRM research cannot be 
conducted solely within national borders. 
The nature of the scientific inquiry (such as, 
measuring ocean acidity, carbon dioxide 
concentrations in the atmosphere, and the 
impact on monsoons and soil moisture) re-
quires international research programmes.16 
There are also financial constraints for indi-
vidual countries. There are demands for be-
ing inclusive in the research process. There 
are political constraints about who contrib-
utes and who controls the research activity. 
And there are issues about public engage-
ment in the research activity. 
 
Although SRM research is controversial and 
replete with uncertainties, there are several 
examples that could offer lessons on how in-
ternational research collaborations originate, 
how they are funded and governed, and how 
they expand their membership. Admittedly, 
the examples in this section are not a com-
prehensive list of international scientific re-
search programmes. But their selection is not 
arbitrary. They draw on other examples of 
research, which required international mod-
elling efforts (IGY, WCRP, HUGO), or ac-
tivities with large financial contributions 
from many countries thanks to the infrastruc-

                                                             
16 Crutzen, 2006; Caldeira and Wood, 2008; Blackstock 
et al., 2009; MacCracken, 2009. 

ture required (CERN, ITER), have included 
developing countries actively (CGIAR, IT-
ER), or been politically astute in bridging di-
vides (ITER) or permitting in kind contribu-
tions (ITER), or have had public engagement 
due to the potential for adverse cross-border 
or regional consequences (nuclear waste 
management). 
 
International Geophysical Year 
 
The International Geophysical Year (IGY), 
lasting from 1 July 1957 to 31 December 
1958, was the world’s first sustained multina-
tional research collaboration on the envi-
ronment. The International Council for Sci-
ence (ICSU), an independent federation of 
scientific unions, took the lead in organising 
and funding the IGY. A Special Committee 
for the IGY (CSAGI) served as the governing 
body. Representatives of 46 countries origi-
nally agreed to participate in the IGY; by its 
close, 67 countries had become involved.  
 
World Climate Research Program 
 
The World Climate Research Program 
(WCRP), established in 1980, was jointly 
sponsored by ICSU and the World Meteoro-
logical Organization (WMO). It has also re-
ceived support from UNESCO’s Intergov-
ernmental Oceanographic Commission 
(IOC) since 1993. Aiming to improve scien-
tific understanding of the Earth’s physical 
climate system, WCRP studies the global 
atmosphere, oceans, sea ice, land ice and the 
land surface. The three sponsoring organisa-
tions have appointed, by mutual consensus, a 
Joint Scientific Committee comprising 18 
scientists. The research is itself conducted by 
scientists in national and regional institu-
tions, laboratories and universities. WCRP 
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regularly informs the UN Framework Con-
vention on Climate Change and its subsidi-
ary bodies. Peer reviewed publications by 
scientists affiliated to the WCRP underpins 
much of the work of the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change. 
 
European Organization for Nuclear Research 
 
The European Organization for Nuclear Re-
search (CERN), established in 1954, is the 
world's largest particle physics laboratory, 
situated on the Franco–Swiss border. Run by 
twenty European countries, 17  the CERN 
Council has two representatives from each 
member state, one representing the govern-
ment and the other her/his country’s scien-
tific community. Decisions are by simple ma-
jority and based on one-country-one-vote, 
although the Council usually aims for con-
sensus.18 CERN spends much of its budget 
on building new machines (such as the Large 
Hadron Collider) and only partially contrib-
utes to the cost of the experiments. Other 
countries and organisations have observer 
status (the European Commission, India, Is-
rael, Japan, Russia, Turkey, UNESCO and 
the United States) and 57 other countries 
have cooperation agreements or scientific 
contacts with CERN.19 Consequently, scien-
tists from more than 600 institutes and uni-
versities around the world use CERN’s facili-
ties.  
                                                             
17 Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Den-
mark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ita-
ly, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, the Slo-
vak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the Unit-
ed Kingdom. 
18 The Structure of CERN. Accessed Feb 2014 at: 
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/About/Structure-
en.html 
19 Member states. Accessed Feb 2014 at: 
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/About/Global-
en.html#observers 

International Thermonuclear Experimental Re-
actor 
 
The International Thermonuclear Experi-
mental Reactor (ITER) is an international 
research and engineering project, which is 
currently building the world's largest and 
most advanced experimental nuclear fusion 
reactor. ITER originated from discussions in 
1985 when President Gorbachev, following 
discussions with President Mitterrand, pro-
posed to President Reagan that an interna-
tional project be set up to develop fusion en-
ergy for peaceful purposes. ITER began as a 
collaboration between the European Union, 
Japan, the former Soviet Union, and the 
United States.20 Its current members are the 
European Union (contributing 45-50 per cent 
of the cost) and China, India, Japan, South 
Korea, Russia and the United States, each 
contributing 9-10 per cent.21 Originally ex-
pected to cost around €5 billion, the esti-
mates are now in the region of €10-15 billion, 
with growing pressure for more transparency 
about the costs of the project.22 The process 
of selecting a site for the ITER project ran 
from 2001 to 2005 culminating in the choice 
for Cadarache, France. Since Japan lost out 
on its proposed site, it was promised 20 per 
cent of research staff (in return for only 10 
per cent of the funding) as well as the right to 
propose the Director General. Further, an-
other research facility for the ITER project 
would be built in Japan, for which the Euro-

                                                             
20 The ITER Story. Accessed Feb 2014 at: 
https://www.iter.org/proj/iterhistory  
21 ITER: Our Contribution. Accessed Feb 2014 at: 
http://fusionforenergy.europa.eu/understandingfusion/
ourcontribution.aspx  
22 Amos, 2010; Nature, 2009 
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pean Union has agreed to contribute about 
50 per cent of the costs.23 
 
Nuclear waste management24 
 
Nuclear waste management and disposal 
have also benefited from international col-
laboration. As with geoengineering, these 
topics raise complex questions about tech-
nology, earth science, long-term stewardship 
and public engagement. A number of inter-
country collaborations, notably with the 
Swedish nuclear waste programme, allowed 
the international community to share the 
burden of technology development and for-
mulate technical norms for characterising 
and analysing the behaviour of nuclear waste 
repository sites. What started as a national 
programme of waste management in Sweden 
resulted in, first, a collaboration with Fin-
land, which then became the basis of a Euro-
pean Technology Platform.  
 
Much of this collaborative technical work 
was used in Sweden and other countries 
(though not in the United States) as a basis 
for licensing facilities and for securing public 
acceptance of individual countries’ nuclear 
waste management plans. An EU-wide nu-
clear waste storage facility is now being con-
sidered under the Strategic Action Plan for 
Implementation of European Regional Re-
positories (Stage 2) (SAPIERR II); this too 
has strong support from Sweden.25 Countries 
that participated in these research pro-
grammes provided funding, agreed on re-
search goals, and established a formal pro-

                                                             
23 The ITER Story. Accessed Feb 2014 at: 
https://www.iter.org/proj/iterhistory 
24 This discussion partly draws on an email communica-
tion with Jane Long. 
25 European Commission, 2008 

cess for adaptive management, which al-
lowed the programme to take credit for the 
results it achieved.  
 
Consultative Group on International Agricul-
tural Research 
 
The Consultative Group on International 
Agricultural Research (CGIAR) was estab-
lished in 1971 although its roots lay in agri-
cultural research that began in Mexico in 
1943 (funded by the Rockefeller Founda-
tion). By the 1960s, the International Maize 
and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT) 
in Mexico and the International Rice Re-
search Institute (IRRI) in the Philippines had 
been established. The CGIAR was created to 
coordinate agricultural research and food se-
curity measures that were being employed in 
several developing countries, thus evolving a 
network of research institutions, which also 
included the International Centre for Tropi-
cal Agriculture (CIAT) in Colombia, and the 
International Institute for Tropical Agricul-
ture (IITA) in Nigeria. Currently, fifteen cen-
tres are supported in the CGIAR network.26 
The CGIAR, in turn, received funding sup-
port from the Food and Agricultural Organi-
zation, the United Nations Development 
Programme, and the World Bank during its 
inception. 
 
In December 2009, a new institutional model 
was adopted to offer programmatic support 
via a new CGIAR Fund, to bring balance to 
governance by including donors and re-
searchers, and to create a new legal entity 
that would bring the research centres togeth-
er. The Fund’s governing council now in-
cludes eight donor representatives, eight rep-
                                                             
26  Who’s Who. Accessed Feb 2014 at: 
http://www.cgiar.org/who/index.html 
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resentatives from developing countries and 
regional organisations, and six representa-
tives from multilateral organisations and pri-
vate foundations. An Independent Science 
and Partnership Council was also established 
to provide advice and expertise. 
 
Human Genome Project 
 
The Human Genome Project (HGP) was a 
thirteen-year long international research pro-
gramme aimed at discovering the 20000-
25000 human genes and to complete the se-
quence of the 3 billion chemical base pairs 
that constitute human DNA. The project, 
which ran during 1990-2003, was funded by 
the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S. 
National Institutes of Health National Hu-
man Genome Research Institute. They to-
gether spent nearly $3.8 billion on the pro-
ject.27 At least eighteen countries also estab-
lished research programmes, including Chi-
na, France, Germany, Japan and the United 
Kingdom. The Human Genome Organisa-
tion (HUGO), conceived in 1988, helped to 
coordinate some of the international research 
effort.28 

Lessons for SRM from Other Interna-
tional Research Programmes 

The purpose of the above examples is not to 
draw a like-for-like comparison with SRM 
research. Surely, there would be differences, 
in the complexity of the science, costs of re-
search, testing and deployment, extent of 
transboundary risks, and so forth. But these 
examples highlight certain lessons, which 
                                                             
27 Human Genome Project Budget. Accessed Feb 2014 
at:http://www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/Human_Gen
ome/project/budget.shtml 
28 About us. Accessed Feb 2014 at: http://www.hugo-
international.org/aboutus.php 

might be relevant to organising international 
research programmes for SRM as well. They 
are also similar to voluntary principles 
adopted for geoengineering research, such as 
the Oxford Principles 29  and the Asilomar 
Principles.30 
 
Inclusiveness 
 
Inclusion may be promoted through both 
voluntary and treaty-based participation. 
Membership during the IGY was partly vol-
untary and partly based on international trea-
ties (such as the Antarctic Treaty). The 2006 
ITER agreement established an international 
organisation responsible for all aspects of the 
project: licensing, hardware procurements, 
construction, the twenty-year operation peri-
od, and the decommissioning of ITER at the 
end of its lifetime.31 For SRM research, indi-
vidual scientists could be seconded to collab-
orate on projects in other countries, thereby 
helping to build an international network of 
researchers rather than drive nationally-
determined projects. 
 
Transparency and review 
 
Any credible scientific research programme 
must undergo rigorous peer review. But the 
research must also be conducted in a trans-
parent manner, especially if it has cross-
border risks. One of the HGP’s goals was to 
store the DNA sequence in publicly available 
databases, which are housed in GenBank, a 
public database operated by the U.S. Nation-
al Center for Biotechnology Information. All 
the major research papers published during 

                                                             
29 Rayner et al., 2009; Rayner et al, 2012 
30 Asilomar Scientific Organizing Committee, 2010 
31 The ITER Story. Accessed Feb 2014 at: 
https://www.iter.org/proj/iterhistory 
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the project were given free access by Nature 
and Science journals. Currently, for solar ge-
oengineering research, transparency is main-
ly gained from numerous conference sessions 
and workshops held each year. The IPCC 
held an expert meeting on geoengineering in 
June 2011, to discuss both the state of geoen-
gineering science, as well as state of the art 
research in economic, ethical, political and 
legal dimensions of geoengineering. Geoen-
gineering is now also addressed in the 
IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report, which is 
being published over 2013-2014.32 However, 
if most SRM research occurs in a few devel-
oped countries, and most related academic 
conferences are also held there, some might 
question their legitimacy.  
 
As Table 1 showed, process and outcome le-
gitimacy of monitoring depends on how in-
clusive the review procedures are and how 
timely and relevant is the information pro-
vided. Options include institutionalised self-
reporting (research consortia report periodi-
cally on activities), to cover scientific meth-
ods and results, financing sources, govern-
ance mechanisms and so forth. Transparency 
is further strengthened by independent review 
procedures, say by the governing council of a 
research consortium, or by third parties (as 
occurs under the WTO’s Trade Policy Re-
view Mechanism or the IMF’s Country Re-
views). 
 
Public engagement 
 
Further, it is not sufficient to publish results 
in refereed journals. For instance, ICSU’s 
Principle of the Universality of Science, laid 
out in Statute 5, demands equitable access to 
data, information and research materials. But 
                                                             
32 IPCC, 2013 

unless the data is presented in accessible, us-
able and comparable formats, it would be dif-
ficult for governments and research institu-
tions to engage other sections of society and 
inform them about the potential impacts 
(domestic or transboundary) of geoengineer-
ing experiments. As a result, numerous pub-
lic engagements have been held across the 
world but they would have to intensify to 
widen the reach of the debates around ge-
oengineering.33 The absence of such engage-
ment could backfire on research activities if 
public opposition results in all initiatives be-
ing banned, irrespective of the scale and na-
ture of the research.  
 
Precaution 
 
Even though geoengineering research might 
be necessary to prepare for a “Plan B” 
against the risk of severe climate impacts, it is 
also important that all caution be exercised in 
the scope and scale of such research. Precau-
tion would imply that high risk technologies 
are avoided entirely or a moratorium is 
agreed against their deployment, at least until 
appropriate governance mechanisms for es-
tablishing liability are not established. The 
calculation of risk itself would be contingent 
on factoring in the uncertainties and igno-
rance (technical, political and social) associ-
ated with emerging research and technolo-
gies.34 
 

                                                             
33 SRM-GI, 2011. Workshops have been conducted in 
Singapore (July 2011), New Delhi and Tianjin (Septem-
ber 2011), Ottawa (January 2012), Africa (2012 and 
2013), among other places. Climate Frontlines (a ‘forum 
for indigenous people, small islands and vulnerable 
communities’), in collaboration with the Convention on 
Biological Diversity, has opened an online discussion on 
geoengineering: http://www.climatefrontlines.org/en-
GB/node/ 
34 Long and Winickoff, 2010 
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Operational Aspects for Designing 
International Research Programmes 
 

The examples of antecedent international re-
search programmes also offer insights for op-
erational aspects of coordinating SRM re-
search across multiple institutions and juris-
dictions. 
 
Research capacity 
 
For a broad-based research agenda to devel-
op, capacity is a key consideration. Geoengi-
neering research activities will have to devote 
greater attention to emerging economies and 
poorer countries, by starting to identify po-
tential institutions that could be drawn into a 
network of international research collabora-
tions. Efforts would be needed (combined 
with financial support) to engage these insti-
tutions and build local research capacity, say 
by developing segments of projects focused 
on measuring the applicability and impact of 
the technology in local conditions. Another 
approach would be to source inputs from de-
veloping countries to build components of 
larger infrastructure, as is planned for ITER. 
Again, at CERN developing countries have 
been asked to produce materials that are used 
to build particle detectors.35 Research should 
also draw upon local experience to under-
stand the social and political dimensions of 
geoengineering. For instance, the HGP’s 
stated goals include studying ethical, legal 
and social issues that were expected to arise 
from the project.36 
 

                                                             
35 Harvard Model UN, 2011  
36 Details about such ethical, legal and social research are 
available at: 
http://www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/Human_Geno
me/research/elsi.shtml (accessed Feb 2014) 

Flexible funding 
 
One major problem with promoting interna-
tional geoengineering research is raising and 
monitoring funds. In continental Europe and 
the United Kingdom, calls for proposals for 
research on geoengineering have emerged 
recently. In the United States, by contrast, 
such funding comes through the normal 
funding process; there is no national research 
programme. One option is to consider fund-
ing “in kind” whereby member institutions or 
countries are allowed to offer staff capacity, 
institutional resources or material inputs as 
ways to participate in a joint project (as ITER 
permits). The transparency of funding chan-
nels and the openness of the intellectual 
property regimes vis-á-vis geoengineering re-
search would be important to ensure that 
such efforts are not rewarded by exclusive 
patents. 
 
Responsibility and liability 
 
With many parties involved in research, re-
sponsibility for anticipated and unanticipated 
adverse outcomes has to be ascribed and lim-
its on liability established. Where interna-
tional scientific research has created inde-
pendent institutions, liability clauses are 
more explicit than where loose groupings of 
scientists engage in collaborative research. 
CERN assumes the expense of insuring 
against risks of ‘fire, explosion, natural disas-
ter and water damage’ for all items belonging 
to both the collaboration and collaborating 
institution, once they have been delivered to 
the CERN site. CERN also insures members 
of collaborating institutions from third party 
liabilities incurred at CERN during an exper-
iment. However, such liability is limited and 
there is no warranty that it would be suffi-
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cient to cover for the full extent of the risks 
involved. 37  Similarly, Article 15 of the 
Agreement of the ITER Organization pro-
vides for contractual as well as non-
contractual liability assumed by the organisa-
tion. The European initiative for Implement-
ing Geological Disposal of Radioactive 
Waste Technology Platform (IGD-TP) offers 
the option of deciding on governance ques-
tions through a legal agreement or by setting 
terms of reference for joint activities. For a 
legal agreement, every organisational partner 
has to agree even if the joint activity is 
among a subset of all members.38 
 
Intellectual property and access to data 
 
Intellectual property rights in international 
research programmes are controversial be-
cause each country has different rules and 
there are ethical questions about whether re-
search conducted in the public interest should 
be commercialised on a private basis.  
 
The extent of public and private commercial 
interest varies. The IGY’s organising com-
mittee was categorical that ‘all observational 
data shall be available to scientists and scien-
tific institutions in all countries’.39 Under the 
HGP, results were available on open source 
platforms. Research involved public collabo-
rations as well as a private firm, Celera Ge-
nomics. When the latter filed preliminary pa-

                                                             
37 Sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 of the General Conditions 
Applicable Experiments at CERN; 
http://committees.web.cern.ch/committees/GeneralCo
nditions.pdf (accessed Feb 2014) 
38 See management guidelines in IGD-TP, 2012. 
 
39 Rockets, Radars and Computers: The International Geophys-
ical Year. Accessed Feb 2014 at: 
http://celebrating200years.noaa.gov/magazine/igy/wel
come.html#long  

tent applications on 6500 whole or partial 
genes, thus threatening the free flow of data, 
the University of California-Santa Cruz pub-
lished the first draft of the human genome. 
The “Bermuda Principles”, by which data 
are expected to be released within 24 hours, 
have been used to counteract the normal 
practice of making experimental data availa-
ble only after publication – and the entire 
gene sequence was freely available. 
 
CERN normally retains ownership of tech-
nologies that it develops or concludes joint 
ownership and exploitation (commercial and 
free use) agreements with other partie. 40 
CERN also follows the “open science” mod-
el, whereby methods and results are dis-
closed. Revenues from commercialisation are 
divided among those who developed the 
technology, the related CERN department, 
as well as a special fund to support technolo-
gy transfer. If there is a conflict between rev-
enue generation and dissemination, dissemi-
nation takes precedence.41 In August 2010 
CERN signed a deal with the World Intellec-
tual Property Organization (WIPO) to facili-
tate technology transfer.42 
 
ITER allows a member state to acquire rights 
to IP that it has generated but retains rights 
over property created by the ITER Organiza-
tion or its staff.43 IP created jointly by mem-

                                                             
40 CERN’s policy for IP management in technology trans-
fer is available at: 
http://technologytransfer.web.cern.ch/technologytransfe
r/ipcharter/IP_management_policy.pdf  
41 WIPO, 2010. 
42 Available at: 
http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/articles/2010/artic
le_0027.html  
43 Articles 4.1.1, 5.1.1 and 6.1 of the Annex on Infor-
mation and Intellectual Property of the Agreement on the 
Establishment of the ITER International Fusion Energy 
Organization for the Joint Implementation of the ITER 
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bers and the ITER Organization are co-
owned. There are clear rights of royalty-free 
access for other members (Articles 4.1.2 and 
Article 5.1.2), rights of sub-licencing for use 
by third parties (Articles 4.1.3 and 5.1.3), and 
even for licensing to third parties of non-
members (Articles 4.3 and 5.3). 
 
These examples suggest that the results of 
scientific research conducted in public inter-
est are expected to be widely shared. Since 
climate change threatens humanity and the 
impacts of geoengineering are expected to be 
of transboundary scale, the case for publicly 
available data is strengthened. Since solar 
geoengineering entails risks, it is imperative 
that any research is treated as affecting the 
general public interest.44 Government-funded 
research should, therefore, remain in the pub-
lic domain, while privately funded work 
should have limits on proprietary knowledge.  
 
Conclusion 
 
This paper has focused on the governance of 
geoengineering research. It showed that alt-
hough several multilateral environmental 
treaties might have some relevance to geoen-
gineering, there is a governance gap when it 
comes to research. Depending on the scale 
and scope of research, field testing and de-
ployment, there are several aspects that could 
benefit from internationally coordinated ef-
forts. Numerous past and ongoing interna-
tional research programmes suggest that 
there are some basic principles that are key to 
successful endeavours: inclusiveness, trans-
parency and review, public engagement, and 

                                                                                                  
Project. Available at: 
http://ec.europa.eu/world/agreements/downloadFile.d
o?fullText=yes&treatyTransId=5101  
44 Rayner et al, 2009 

applying the precautionary principle. The 
pursuit of the principles of open scientific col-
laboration does not mean that only one kind 
of institutional design is possible. Operation-
alising an international research programme 
means that the interested parties would have 
to account for variance in research capacity, 
develop flexible funding mechanisms, outline 
clear liability rules, and decide on ownership 
of and ease of access to intellectual property. 
The challenge with geoengineering research 
on an international scale is not merely the 
coordination of the efforts, but developing 
cooperative mechanisms that reduce uncer-
tainties, increase trust and are legitimate in 
the eyes of people and countries that are left 
outside of the process. 
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